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PIEZOELECTRIC SENSORSIACTUATORS Piezoelectric Element In A Viscoelestic Medium", 
FOR USE IN REFRACTORY Ultrasonics. Vol. 32, No. 2. (1994~ provides insight that 
E%VIRONhIENTS pieroeldctric devices can compete with rnicruelcctrunics 
utilized in cure-monitoring. 
This Jpplicarion claims benefit of Prov~sional Applica- 5 Other envisioned applications include monitoring 
tion No 60t067.001 filed Dec. 1, 1997. tnachine tool cutting element temperature during use. and in 
development of s~gnals utilized in damping out vibrations 
TECHNICAL FIELD which develop during material machininz. 
~h~ invention relates piezoelectric sensors and I t  is noted that Scientific literarure reporting materials 
and more to T~,o,, (in other than a l 0  which demonstrate a piezoelectric at high temperatures is 
monocl,nic piezoelectric sensors and actuators practically non-existent. Howcvcr, a scarch for materials 
reliably in high temp.rature, and which demonstrate piezoelectricity and which mifht be 
o t h e ~ i s e  refractory environments. adaptable to use in refractory environments has identified, as 
a non-limiting candidate. Tantulum-Pentoxide Ta.0.. Said 
BACKGROUND " material, 111 addltlon to, (In certaln phase and &ystdllo- 1 
graphic orientations), demonstrating piezoelectricity, pre- 
Piezoelectric sensors and actuators are utilized exten- sents with a high dielectric constant and has good insulating 
sively as transducers. and in non-destructive testing of ,.;, 
structures and materials, in non-refractory environmenli. TO 
date. hou,ever. reliable piezoelectric sensors and actuators 
which are suitable to use in high temperature, oxidizing and 
other refractory, ieg. combustion environments). environ- 
ments have not been generally available. Articles which 
identify candidate applications for a piezoelectric system 
which can be applied in reiractory environments are: 
a. An article by Wjcker et d, titled "Linear and Non- 
Linear Pressure Oscillations In Baffled Combustion 
Chambers", J. of Sound and Vibration 18d(1), (1993) d i s ~  
cusses measurement o i  flow and combustion induced vibra- 
tions in experimental turbines or combustion housings of 
propulsion syrlems; 
b. An article by Barrett et d, titled "Active Vibration 
Control Of Rotating Machinery Using Piezoelectric Actua- 
tors Incorporat!ng Flexible Casing Erects", Trans. of the 
ASME. Vol. 117, (January, 1995) which discusses usin:: 
piezoelectric films as actuators placed on baffles. blades or 
combustion housings in control of vibrations in turbine 
engines: 
c. An anicle by Sujith et 31, titlod "AnLxact Solutioti For 
One-Dimensional Acoustic Fields In Ducts With An Axial 
Temperature Gradient". J. of Sound and Vibration, 181(1). 
. . 
Scientific literature regarding deposition of films includes 
insight to deposition techniques, (eg. MOCVD, PECVD. 
Annodizing, RF and DC Sputtzrin~), the effects of substrare- 
type upon which a film is dcpositrd, and thc cBccu of 
annealing deposited films. In particular, the properties of 
deposited Ta20, films m very dependent upon stminz 
substratc, dzpositiurl technique and ameallng etc. 
An article by Guoping er al. titled "Structures And Prop- 
erties OfATa20, Thin Film Deposited By D. C. Magnetron 
Reactive Sputtering In A Pure 0, Atmosphere". Vacuum. 
Vo. 41. Nos. 4-6, (19901, describes the use of reactive 
spuaenng of Ta?O, films onto Silicon, Graphite and Fused 
Quartz substrate held at four-hundred (400) degrees 
Centigrade, and reported a primarily <?CO> orientation 
resulted. 
An anicle by Tominaga et al. titled "Preparation of 
(111)-Oriented P-Ta,05 Thin Films By Chemical Vapor 
Devusilivn Usino hletalorrranic Precursors". J. A ~ o l .  Phvs. 
between sir-hund;ed i.600) and seven-hundred (700) 
degrees Cenrigrade at five (5) Torr. Tominaga et al. reported 
that below (600) decrees Centioradc achieved films were 
il995) which discusses rr~casurement of combustion-dnven amorphous, and that between (6%) snd (6i5) degrees Cen- 
acoustic perturbations in gas phase. downstream of a reac- tigrade rhe dominate achieved cpstallopraphic orientation 
tion zone. Piezoelectric sensors would provide utility in the ,; was <l 1 l> At  higher temperatures the <110> oicntation 
form of allowing the monlroring of induced acoustic per- became domjnate with smaller peaks of <020>. <021> and 
rurbations which impact combustio~t stabilities in the gas <112> being obsenable. 
phase, and which cause vibrations in solid structures It is craham in an afiicle [itled - ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ t  of 
disclosed in said Sijith paper that feedback between acoustic 
~ ~ ~ t ~ l ~ ~  pentoxide coa jngs by chemical  vapor 
field andchemical reaction can cause a state of oscillatory or 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~ . ' .  J. ceram. sot. 77(9). (1994) 
chaotic combustion to devclop: using CVD to apply corrosion protective coatings of Ta,O, 
d. An micle by Gadzhiev et al. titled "Robodc Diagnostic onto S i c  substrates. Deposition temperatures utilizzd were 
D e v i c e  Us inp  H i g h - T e m p e r a t u r e  P i e z o e l e c t r i c  between(l2~)and(1300)depreesCentigradeandachieved 
Transduczrs", Irmeritcl'nayaTek., Ru. 9, (September 1993). film structure was reported xs polycrystalline P-Ta,Ol. 
which discusses ultra-sonic inspection of high temperature 55 That h e  orientation of deposired Ta20, films is sensitive 
structures such as found in nuclear poaer  plants. It is noted 10 deposition conditions. precursors nnd substrare matcrials 
that most said appllcations presently utilize ferroele~trics is reported in various articles. For instance, Moon et al., in 
which operate only below their Curie temperature: an article titled "Erects of Deposition Tempzrature on 
e. An anicle bv Rokhlin et al. titled "Assessment of Dielcitnc PrD~cnicS uf PECVD Ta-0. Thin Film". J. of 
- .. 
l .  C :  n r m :  I ~ t n r  C s m ~ h ~ t : ;  Lllng . \ l :  I 2 . 1 ,  l r n ~  I .  . S  A pre:Jr,,r 
. ! ! r : n : : : c ~ . !  E r G ~ i n n J r .  .n A PTCVG J:n>,.t~.,n nr.re;s .ru rcn,ncJ t tn~inz A 
Vol. 117. (July 1995). which discusses embedding of sensor 9-Ta,O, phase fiim aher a one (1) hour'anneal at seven- 
into gresn bodies, pre-forms and concrete structures to hundred (700) degrees Centigrade. 
provide structural information during densilication and The article by Tominaga et al.. already cited. rcpons that 
hardening processes and durinp rzgular service; 63 achieved crystal orientation of Ta,O, films was dependent 
i An article by Perrissin-Fabert et al, titled "Simulated upon precursor utilized. When pentaethoxytantalum was 
And Exptrjmental Study Of The Electrical !m:e",?ce '3f A used borh < l  10> and < l  i 1> orientalions formed at substratc 
6.057,628 
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terrperatures above (625) degrees Cendgrade. The use of 1989): and Treichel et al. "Low-Pressure Chemical Vapor 
tantalum chloro-terrad~oivalovmethane orornoted formation Denosition OiTactnlum Pentoride Films For ULSl Devices 
of <l 11) c~).slallograph~c onentation. 
An article by Nskngawa er a1 tilled "Material Constants 
of New Piezoelectric TalO, Thin Films'.. .l. App. Phys. 
68(?), 536. (July 1990) repons that magnetron sputterine 
depositlnn of Ta,O, produces a c2OO> crystallographic 
orientation which demonstrates piezoelectric characrenstics. 
While i t  is not understood %!h?, it is noted that CVD 
deposition of Ta_O, ScdmS to fa\."$ < I l l >  crystallographic 
orientation. while Sputter depos~tion seems to f w o r  <200> 
crystallo,oraphic orientat~on. 
An article by Jehn er al. tltled "Hieh Temperature Solid 
Solubility Limit and Phase Studies in the System Tantalum- 
Oxygen". J. of TheLess CommonMetals. 27. (1972). is also 
idenrificd as it presents a phase d~agram for Ta20, over a 
range of temperatures between 110&2500 degrccs Crnti- 
grade. Said phase diagram shouss that a low temperature 
form onhorhombic Ta20, transforms to a monoclinic P 
phase at 1360 degrees Centigrade The rransfomation is 
sluggish and exists mctastabl? until the melting point of the 
P~phase at 1735 degrces Centigrade. 'lhis shows that aver )  
stable onhorhomhic D-Ta.0 phase sensor/scmntor should 
. . ~ .  
be possible over a large temperature ranze, (ez. room 
temperature to 136.5 degrees Cenugrade), ~f said orthorhom- 
bic P-TaiO, i s  piezoelectric 
Usinz Tantalum Pentaethoxide As A Precursor''. Ad\.. M ~ L .  
~ 
! l . .  : 1 1 :  l 1. l,,.? 
11 I \  ~ , ~ I J I . , ~  1121 \.,h.,;:.u.j , , . J  ohaJ3. In ,: 3r1.l: 
1 . 1 1 : ~ '  \l?tcnsl C. I .t?nt: ! \zu :>.c1 :lc:lr.:T.r.O " h l n  
Films'.. J .  Appl. Phys. 68(2). (July 1090). described biezo- 
electric properties of Monoclinic Ta205. Described imped- 
ance measurements and bulk ware speed measurements 
providcd infurntauon required to calculate the dielectiic. 
oiezoelectnc and stiffness consranrs. Results of thc imoed- 
A I I . ~ .  ~ns.!.~. - 1  \I~:.Idr.t 4 rcpsnsJ I I . ~  -n~.:c tltl:J' .An 
X.11cn.d:: S) ,tub 1. 1 .\lc3su,1ng k l ~ . ! ~ s  P-.yvn~:: m thc 
I1,27;c;2.tr~: RC,. nmte 3t:!n -: 3 n 1  11: . \pp '~.dt~- ,  . I ,  
Fld:ll. Ph,,c 'Trl~..~.:n n,'. Jsp.,nr.,c J .X \ p p  Pn:. ,. \ . 1 
2 . 3  . R .  S c r ~ c t ~ . t > c r  !..31 . ucw in.,:r~c~~:cn'ulth u 3rL 
reported by earlier tnvestigators. Nalafswa md Gomi in an 
anicle titled "New Piezoelectric Ta,O, Thin Films", Appl. 
Phys. Len. 46. 139. (January lYX5). who found that elec- 
tromechanical coupling was comparab:e to that of ZnO 
<002> at room temperature. 
An aniclc by the inventors of the presenl invention, w h t h  
u a s  published after the prlor~ty dalc of this Palm1 
D~sclosure, is titled "A Study of Piezoelectric Onhorhombic 
Tn:O,", and appeared in the J. Mater Res., Vol. 13, No. 2, 
February 1998. This paper dercnbes the piczwlcctnc prop- 
erties of orlhorhombic Ta-0, and to some extent overlaos 
It is  noted at this point. that the present invention is thc matarial in lhis ~ a t e n < ~ ~ s c l o s u r e .  
fomrdcd in the fact that identifiable crystailographic orien- It IS noted that to dare most invcrtigatxon irllu acoustic 
tations of onhorhombic Ta,O, do show piezoelecme 3o sensors uhich operate at elevated temperatures h a  heen 
propenies, and that cznain definite fabrication procedure focused upon Ferroelecrric mareridS. and it 1s noted that 
steps allow repeatedly achieving onhorhombic Ta,O, which except f o r ~ , r h i u m  ~ i ~ b ~ ~ ~ ,  said materials are opzrable ollly 
demonstrare pieroclecmc propenics. below the Curie Temperature. (eg. only up to approximately 
It is also noted that Sputter deposition of Ta,O, films 3M) tu 400 degnes Cmtlgradej. 
provtdes an advantage in carbon contamination control. 1: A search of Patents uhich dcscribe pic~uzlectric sysrems 
CVD deposir>on involves dccclmposition products of which can be operated in refracton environmenrs. and 
organo-metallic precursors which can cause hydrocarbon or methods of fabrication thereof. provided very little. Panicu- 
pryolitlc carbon contamination of deposited films. Where lar effon war made to identi@ piezoelectric systems whtch 
Sputtering is utilized The source uf carbon contamination is are comprised of tantalum pentoxide ITa,O,). but only two 
limited to pumping and cleaning fluids and hydrocarbons au Parents made specific reference thereto. One is a Patent to 
present on a substrate prior to film deposition. Finlan, Li .S Pat. No. 4.767,719 which describes use or 
The effects u i  annealing deposlteCTa,O, films haxe been piezoelectric systems in sulface acoustic wave (SAW 
reponed by various authnrs. While it is generally accepted devices applied i n  chemical assay systems. Said 719 Parent 
that amorphous films. exclusively, are deposited on sub- briefly msntions that ushere piezoclcctnc ma1erials are sput- 
strates which are not externall) heated during deposition. ni ter deposited,Ta,O, may he a suitable choice of material. A 
Shimizu et al.. in an anicle titled "Micrccrystalinhy in Patrrt to Sone er al.. U S .  Pat. NO. 4,617,487 describes 
'X-my amorphous anodic Ta201". Philosophical Maaazine piezwlecrric elastic surface wave grill-shaped electrode in 
B, Vo. 63. 891, (19911 reponed use of microdiffraction to which Ta,OS is applied as an insulator to minimize degra- 
obtain insight to films considered as amorphous by conveu- datiun of properries suffered b. conventional elastic surface 
tional X-ray Diffraction IXRD) techniques. Microcqstalline so wave elements. ldentliied Potent. which describe use of 
structures werc iuund which were a few nanomelers in size. lithium niobate as piezoelectric material in high temperatllre 
Pignolet et al.. in an anicle titled "Rapid Thermal Procesred or explosion envtronments were U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,727.0M to 
Thin Films Of Reactively Sputtered Ta20,". Thin Film Epsvln: 4,71>.016 to Gurich: and 4.893.049. The applica- 
Solids 285, 230, (1995) reponed use of rapid thermal tion of transdncers in turbine blades is descrikd in U.S. Pat. 
annealin of Ta,O, films to improve dielectric permittivity. 15 Nu. 4,338,882 to Wii~inson 2nd the use of piezoelectric 
Several authors have proposed a two-step annealing process matenals in monitorin. s t ruc~ur~ l  intcgrily in aircraft. 
to rcduce co~~tamination and imprope stoichiornet?. (See spacecraft, buildings. ships underwater vehic!es. tzsks. 
Shimin! e! a!. ..Stoichiornetry Measurement and Elcctric dams and bridges is described i n  U.S. Pat. NO. 5.194,M to 
Characteristics of Thin Film Ta20s Insulator for Ultm- Gerardi et al. The morl rclcvunt result of thc Search for 
Large-Scale Integration'. 1. App. Phys. 71(1). (July 1993): m Patents is that very little pnor an was found which mentions 
and Han et al. ..Effects Of Post-Deposition Annealins On Ta,O? and in  pan~cular no identified Patent describes spe- 
The Eleclrical Propenies And Reliabilily Of Ultrathin cific piel-oelrcmic propenies of lantalum pentoxide. 
Chemical Vapur Deposhed hz0, Films", IEEE Electron Additional Patents of uhich the inventors are aware. 
Devices Lea. Vol. 15. No 8. iAugust !994!; and Shiiiiili et u h ~ c h  rocus upon application of pi:zoelectric matmals in 
al. 'Two-S~ep Annealing Technique for Leakage Current 65 machine elemmts and hieh s p e d  steel. carblde and ceramic 
Reduction in Chemical-Vapor-Deposited T a p I  Films" cuaing tools a n  U.S. Pu. iios. 1.927.249 and 4.927.300 to 
IEEE Electron Device Letters. V"! 10. No. I I .  (Uovcmber Ramalineam el al. 
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References published by. or whlch will be published by An anicle by Heng et al.. titled "Structures of Tantalum 
ihe present Inventors art: pentoxide Thin Flrns Formed by Reactive Sputtering of Ta 
"A Study OfTa,O, For 1:seAs High Tempemrurr Pier* Mctal". Thin Solid Films 258. (1995). 
electric Sensors". Joosre & Viljoen. 1, of Mat. Res. Soc. An artic!e by Gunler et al.. titled "Characterization of 
Symp. Vol. 459 (1997). and S Ta,O, Layers by Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical 
"The Design of a Piezoelectric Based Sensor for Appli- 
~ , , ~ l ~ ~ i s  Rutherford Backscatrenng Spectroscopy. Nuclear 
cation5 at High Temperaturej". Jooste 9: Viljoen, (To Be 
~ ~ ~ ~ t i o ~  ~ n ~ l ~ s i s  and Oprical Methods". Thin Solid Films. Published). and ,,non,, 
1 ,.,, ( , ,o,; .  
"A stud? of Ta2O5 For Use . S  High Temperature Piez* 
,An by H~~~~~ et . ~ h ~  crystalchemistry 
electric Sensors". Jooste & Viljoen, (To Be Published). 
'O of Non-Stoichiometric Oxides With the Low-Temperature Additional references of which the inventors are aware, Ta,O, Stmcture.., Phil A, 68, No. 4, i1993), 
and which are disclosed for general purposes are. 
-.Refractory Materials.., Temperature An arttcle by tihanim et al.. titled "Optical Properties of 
oxides, pan 11, oxides o i ~ a r e  E ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ r a n i u m ,  ~ , rcon ium,  Tantalum Pentoxide Coatings Deposited Using Ion Beam 
Hafnium, Niobium and Tantalum,'. Edited by ~ l ~ ~ ~ ,  Aca- IS  Processes", Thin Solid Films, 209, (1992). 
demic Prcss. (1970). An aniclz bv Pawel et a l .  titled "Electron Microscooe 
. .  . 
An Article by Lee et al.. titled "Nondescructive and 
Quantative Depth profiling Analysis of Ion Bombarded 
Ta@, Surfaces by Medium Energy Ion Scattering 
Spectroscopy", Vac. Sci. Technol. A Vol 13, No. 3 (1995). 
An Article by Roberts et al.. titled "Selective Studies of 
Crystaline ~ a , 6 ;  Films", I. of Electrochemicnl Soc., Vol 
133, NO. 7, (July 1986). 
An anicle by Roth et al., titled "Effecr ofoxide Additions 
on Polymorphism of Tantalum Pentoxide. IV The System of 
Ta,O,-Ta,WO,'.. 1. Solid State Chem., 2 (1970). 
An 3nicle by Seki et al., titled "Electrical Characteristics 
of the RF Magnetron-Spattered Tantalum Pentoxide-Silicon 
Interface", 1. Electrochem. Soc.. Soiid State Science & 
Technology, Vol. 131. No. 11, (November 19M). 
An anicle by Seki et al.. titled "Formation of High- 
Quality, hlagneiron-Sputtered T a p 5  Films by Controlling 
the Transition Re$on at the TazOS/Si Interiace". l. Vac. Sci. 
A 5(4), (JulyiAugust 1987). 
An article by Stephenson et al., titled "The Crystal 
Structure o f the  Hieh Temoeraure Form ofTa,Ol". 1. Solid 
L ~ 
State Chem., 3, (1571). ' 
Anarticle bv Shibara titled "DielectricConstants ofTa,O. 
Thin Films ~ e ~ o s i t e d  by R.F. Sputrering", Thin Solid ~ i < m c  
277 (19961. 
Observations dt the Crystallization of Anodically ~ o r m k d  
Tantalum and Kiobium Oxide Films". 1. Electrochenl Soc.. 
Vol. 111. No. 11. (November 1964). 
An article by Khanin et al., titled "The Influence o i  
Structural Defects on the Electronic Propert~es of Amor- 
phous 'ra20,, Phys. Star. Sol. (l) 174 (1992). 
An anicle by Knausenberger et al.. titled Selected Prop- 
erties of Pyrolitic Ta,O, Films", J. Electrochem Soc., Vol 
120, KO. 7, (1973). 
An article by Lo  et al., titled "Metal-Oxide- 
Semiconductor Characteristics of Chemical Vapor Depos- 
itedTa,O, Films". App. Phys. Lett., V 60, No. 26., (1992). 
An anicle by Zhang et al., titled "Anaylsis of Ta,O,-Ta 
Interface". Vacuum, Vol. 41. No. 7-9, (1990)~ 
An anicle by Malherbe et al.. titled "Preferential Sput- 
tering of Oxides: A Comparison of Model Predictions With 
Experimental Data", App. Surface Sci., 27, (1986). 
An anicle by Montero et al., titled "Space Charge and 
Electret Behaviour in n o d i c  Ta,03 Films". Thin Solid 
Films, 167, (1988). 
An anicle by Moon et al.. titled "Sputter Depth Profilinn 
Analysis of Ta,O, on Si Without Przfernetial Sputterins by 
Energetic Oxygen Beams". App. Phys Let1 62, (24) (June 
An article by Vireton eral.. titled .'Si02-Ta20, Sputtering 
yields: simulated and Experimental ~ ~ ~ ~ l t ~ " ,  NUC. instrum. An adicle by Murawala et al., titled "Liquid Source CVD 
and Methods in Phys. Res.. B 95 (19921. Using Penta Ethoxy Tantalum Source". lap. J. of Vol. 32 
An article by Williams et al., titled "An Electron and (1995). 
X-Ray Diffraction Study of L-TaZO,-Type Phases in 4' An anicle by Murti et al., titled "Structural and Compo- 
L-TaZO, and Some L-Ta20,-M,,O, Systems: (M=AI,Ti. Zr. silional Changes in Ion-Bombarded T3,O;'. Surface Sci., 
Hf, W)". I .  Solid State Chem., 92 (19911. 81, (1979). 
An anicle by Moon titled "Erratunl-Effect of Deposition An anicle hy Ohnishi et al., titled "Ta,O, Film Formalion 
Temperature on Dielectric Properties of PECVD Ta,05 Thin . by Double Ion Beam Method", Nuc. Instrum. and Methods 
Films", IEEE Trans. Electron. Device ED-29 (19821. >U . In Phys. Research, B37 (1989:. 
An article by An et al.. titled "Ellipsometric Examination An anicle by Kamiyama et al., titled "Ultrathin Tantalum 
of Structure and Growth Rate of hletallorganic Chemical Oxide Capacitor Dielecmc Layers Fabricated Using Rapid 
Vapor Deposited Ta,O, Films on Si (100)",J. Electrcchem. Thermal Nitridation Pnor to Low Pressure Chemical Vapor 
Soc. Vol. 141. h-o. 3. (March 19941. Deposilion". 1. Electrochem. Soc. Vol. 140. No. 6 (June 
An article by Atanassova et al., titled "AES and XPS " 1993). 
Study of I'hin RF-Sputtered Ta,O, Layers". App. Surface An anicle by Zaima titled "Preparation and Pmpeities of 
Sci., 84 (1995). Ta,O, Films by LPCVD for LXSI Application", J, of the 
An anicle by Atanassova et al. titled "Elemental Compo- Electrochem Soc., Vol. 37. No. 4 (April 1990)~ 
siiion and Struc~ural Propenies of Tnin RF Sputtred Ta,O, m Significantly, it is to be understood. that no references 
Layers", Vacuum. Vol. 46, No. 8-10 (19951. were fourld which report piezwelectric properties of Ta,O, 
I n  article h? Bousse et al. titled "Zrta Potential Mea- at temperatures above ronm temperature, emphasis added. 
suremerlts of 78,U, and SiO Thin Films", 1. of Colloid and And most significantly. no references. other than recent 
Interface Sci.. Vol. 147. No. I (Not,ember 1991). publicaiions by the Inventors herein, are known which 
An anicle by Bune et al.. titled "Low Pressure Chemical i s  reporr piezoelectric effects of crthorhonlbic Ta205. 
Vapos~r Deposi!icr! ot T&-.talum Pentoxide l l i n  Layers". 1. Even in view of the t ~ m e n d o u s  amount of literature. a 
ot Non-Crystaline Solids, 187. (19951. need has thus 3een identified which has not been addressed. 
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A piezoelectric sensor andior actuator which would operate Diffraction (XRD) investigation of present invention sys- 
in high temperatures and which could withstand oxidizing, tems for anneal times of One (1). Ten (10) and Sixty 1601 
and other refractory environments without undergoing dis- minutes at Eight-Hundred (800) and Nine-Hundred (900) 
abline deeradation. would ~ r o v i d e  reat utilitv. degrees Centigade, has shou~n that (0 0 l), (1 10 O j  and (1  b b - 
DISCLOSURE O F  THE IKVENTION 11.0) cvstalfographic orientations are formed at Eight- Hundred (800) degrees Cenrigradr and that longer annealing 
The present in\,ention system comprises a piezoelectric oeriods favor the ( I  10 Oi orientation. Anneal at Nine- 
material which demonstrates piezoelectric properties Over a flundred (900) degrees ~ e n t i ~ r a d r  provides dominate c1 10 
large temperature range of from room temperature to 0> and c 2  9 0> crvsrallozraphic orienmrions, with pro- 
- .  
m :  . nc-111. ~%.1r l . l - l l~rc2-h~ndrcA-, l \ i !  . , n-u!l:.d r:du-.c.l prr.,:l.:c :i I I I 1, dnJ 1. l :r! >13l. 
Jcgr:ck : cn l ,y r~J~  531J prc>.nt ln\cntlsn ,!,t:m I - .  11 thc l .  c r ~ ~ h l - .  .~r l~nt3t lsn\  I t  I. n ICJ t h ~ t  the ~ I C !  ~:Ic-.~n-.cti~-.t  
- .  
preferred rmbodimmt. seauentiallv comprised of a first nhserved bv the Inventors is sienificvntlv orealer after ....~.- 
~, ~ ~~~ 
klectnca~~? rondunive laye; a l a y e ; o f ( ~ a ~ ~ , j  in other than anneal at Nine-Hundred 1900) degrees ~ent igrade,  and that 
a monoclinic phase. (ee. onhorhombic), and a second e h -  this result seems to be associated more closelv with the 
~~~~ ~ ~-~
t r i c a ~ ~ y  con&ctive ~a ie r .  said present invention system 15 absence of < I  11 O> and (O o i j  c rys t~ lograph ic  
preferably comprises a layer of (Ta,05) which is of a depth orienwtions, than with the presence of enhanced ( I  I 0  0) and 
within a range of less than one micron to approximately ten (2 9 0, crystallographic orientations. It is further noted that 
microns, and in which lateral dimensions provide an area of the presence of crystalline stmcturr is correlated with the 
between approximately one and three millimerers. Said presence of a strong piezoelectric effect and that annealing 
present invention system also provides that Present !Ta20,) ?o at Six-Hundred (600) degrees Centigrade ior Founeen (14) 
be, preferably.in arelativel? stableorthorhombic phase, and Hours. can provide similar results to annealing for Five ( 5 )  
that first and second electrically conductive layers Can each Minutes at Sine-Hundred (900) degrees Centigrade. 
be made of a material independmtl! selected fmm the Smup However, the results of annealing at Six-Hundred (600) 
consisting of: (inconel, iron, sleel. tungstm. molybdenum, degrees Centigrade for various rime periods has been found 
tiranium, tanralum. palladium, rhromium and nitrides zs to provide a host of results with appearance and disappear- 
thereof). While limited in temperaturr range. aluminum can ance of certain crysral orientarjons occurring. 
also be utilized. In addition. it is novd that Niobium might A presenl ~ n v e n t ~ o n  is packaged in a 
be substituted for Tantalum and a functional piezoelectric is in refractoe atmospheres.  hi^ 
system be realized. can include forming an electrical contact ro at least one of 
Amethod of fabricating a present invention system which 30 said first and second electrically conductive layers by use of 
demonstrates piezoelectric properties Over a large tempera- graphite which is caused to physically contact said at least 
lure range. and which present invention system is sequen- one of said first and second electrically conductive layers, 
dally comprised of a first electrically conductive layer, a however, simply sandu,iching the resulting system between 
layer of tTazO,) in oher  than a monoclinic phase. and a two electrodes has proven to work well. Additionally. a 
second electricallg conductive layer, comprising the StrPs 3 present invention system can be secured against refractory 
of: ambient atmospheres bp being effectively sealed in protec- 
a, providing a first electrically conductive layer; tive materials, such as Alurnina, Mullite-based adhesive and 
b. depositing a layerof(Ta20,) onto asurface of said first Silicon-based Geopolymers. 
electrically conductive layer; and It should be apparent that a method of detecting flex in a 
c. depositing 3 second electrically conductive layer onto 'O physical system would comprise the steps of: 
said layer of (Ta,Oi). a.  providing a piezoelectric sysrem which demonstrates 
Said method of fabricating a presenr invention System can piezoelectric properties over a large temperature ranee, 
specifically include sputter depositing said layer of (TazOsi which piezoelectric system is sequentially comprised of a 
onto a surface of said first rlectrically conductive layer first electrically conductive layer, a layer of (Ta20,i in  other 
Said method of fabricating a present invention System can 45 than a monoclinic phase. and a second electrically conduc- 
funher comprise the step of perfom~ing an anneal which rive layer. such that when said piezoelectric srstem is 
causes said (Ta205j to present in an onhorhombic phase; subjected to stress, a voltage appears between said first and 
said anneal being performed at a point in the method second electricall? conductive layers; 
selected from the group consisting of: (after step b butbefore so b. afixing said piezoelectric sysrem to said physical 
step c, and after step c!. Annra l iq  at eighchundred (800) system such that should said physical system flex a voltage 
and nine-hundred (900) degrees for periods of one (11, ten appears between said first and second electrically conductive 
(10) and sixty (60) minutes has shown beneficial results. layers; and 
Formation of a present invention system can involve c. monitoring voltage presenting between said first and 
selecting said first electrically conductive layer to be inconel ;q second electrically conductive layers. 
and annealing at nine-hundred degrees centierade for a - -  11 also be apparent thar a method of causing flex in 
penod of time of between one mindre and one hour. however a system wouid comprise the steps oi: 
temperature of eight-hundred degrees or less can suffice. a. providing a piezoelectric system which demonstrates 
A slightly modified fabrication procedure comprises the piezoelectric properties over a large renlperature range, 
steps of: which piezoelectric system is sequentiall? comprised of a 
a. providing a first electrically conductive layer: first electrically conductive layer. a layer of (Ta,O,l in other 
b. deposinng a layer oi(Ta,O,) on10 a surface of said first than a monoclinic phase, and a second electrically conduc- 
electrica!!:i ccnducti':: layer: 2nd .l.e ;,L 1 .aje;. I such that when said p~czoel:a+c s:istem has a 
c, sandwiching the resultnnr system between two elec- voltage applied between said firsr and second electrically 
lrodes. 65 conduct~ve layers, said piezoelectric system flexes; 
Work by the lnventi>rs has shown that onhorhombic h. afixing said piezoelectric system to a phys~cal system 
(TalO,) belongs to crystalio~iaphic class 2 mm. and X-ray such thal >hould a voltage be applied be~ween said first and 
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srcond electrically conductive layers, said physical system comprising the steps of providing a firs1 electrically con- 
1s caused to flex; and ductive layer, depositing a layer of (Ta,O,j onto a surface of 
vo)taxc yrrsml,nu between said fin[ and >aid firs1 electrically conduct~ve layer: depositing a second 
second electrically conductibe layers. electrically conductive layer onto said layer of iTa20i); and 
In light of said applications of the present invenrion s performing an anneal which causes said ;Ta,O,l to present 
piezoelectric system. it is noted that physical flex thereof is in an onhorhombic phase. 
related to development of voltage between said first and It is still yet another purpose yet of the presenl invention 
second elechcally conductive layers, and that of tO descrihe use of hollow, tubular and U-shaped clecrrical~~ 
a voltage between said first and second electrically conduc- conductive means upon which is deposited (T%Osj to 
[ive layers can cause said piezoelectric to ficx. nus, 10 provide piezoelectric syslems with increased flexibility. 
said pressnr invention piezoelectric system ideally rlluuld It is another purpose of the present invention to identify 
demonstrate a high dezree of "flexibility". Contjnuin., par- the absence of <0 0 l >  and ( l  11 fb (XRDj spectra peaks as 
. . - .  
ticularly where. as in a present invention piezoelectric assmiared with piezoelectric acrivity in iTazO,i. 
systcm, the pis~orlrclric film is thinner than the electrically 
conductive laver onto which it is deoosited. it is nocd  that I s  BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
flexural vibrations can be modeled assuming beam geom- FIG. l a  ihows an X-ray diffracrion plot for a Ta,O, film 
etN. The equatlon which describes flexural vibrations in a annealed at 800 degrees Centigrade for 1.0 minute. 
bram is: FIG. l b  shows an X-ray diffraction plor for a Ta,O, film 
annealed at S00 drgxes  Centigrade for 10.0 minutes. 
#X, a. a'. 8.  
I + C , - + c , , i - = - D -  FIG. l c  shows an X-ray diffraction plot for a Ta2OS film 
' d  8,  0 r a 9  a.+ annealed at S00 deprees Centigrade for 60.0 minutes. 
FIG. Id  shows an X-ray diffraction plot for a TaIa20, film 
where: annealed at 900 degrees Centigrade for 1.0 minute. 
D is flexural stiffness. defined as E,I, where E, is Young's 25 FIG, l e  shows an X-ray diuraction plol for a Ta,O, film 
modulus and I is the moment of inehia; annealed at 900 degrees Centigrade for 10.0 minutes. 
and where: FIG. l f  shows an X-ray di51acnon plot for a Ta,05 film 
I,,, is the mass per unit length of thc beam; annealed at 900 degrees Centigrade for 60.0 minutes. 
C,, is the viscous damping coefficient; and FIG. 2a shows piezoelectric response plot for the Ta,05 
C,, the internal damping coefficient. 30 film of FIG la.  
11 isnoted thar is ur~ly nroligibly changed by deposlnon of FIG, 2b shows piezoelectric response plot for the T~,o, 
a film of (Ta,O,j rhereupon, however. this is not true as f i lm of FIG 
regards flexural stiffness. A means by which flexural stiff- 
ness can be controlled is identified by the beam equation, FIG. 2c shows p~ezoelectric response plot for the Ta,O, 
said means being rhe conlrol oithe Moment of Inertia (l). As 3s film of FIG. Ic 
a result. the present inrention can comprise first conductive FIG. shows piezoelectric response plot for the Ta,05 
layers which are of a \ariety of shapes, such as essentially Of Id 
tubular and U-shaped. It is noted that, for the purposes of FIG. 2e shows piezoelectric response plot for the Ta,O, 
this Disclosure. the terminologv ..<ssentially rubular" means film of FIG. le. 
that as viewed in side cross-section. said first conductive 40 FIG. ?f shows piezoelectric response plor for the Ta,O, 
layer is hollowed-out, and does not imply circular, square or film of FIG. 1f 
any specific ovzrall shapc. FIG. 30 shows room temperature piezoelectric ball drop 
I h e  present invention will be better understood by refer- tests a invention system comprised of stainless 
ence to ihe Detailed Description Section of this Disclosure, steel upon which was deposited a film of T~,o,. 
in conjunction with the accompanying Drawings. " FIG. 3b shows piezoelectric ball drop tests of the present 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
It is therefore a purpose of the present invention to teach 
a piezoelectric sysrem which demonstrates piezoelectric 
propenirs over 3 large tcmpcralure rangc of from room 
temperamre to approximately 1160 degrees centigrade. 
. A d. 
than a monociinic phase. ipr~ferabl~onhorhomhic).  and a 
second electrically conducrive layer. 
It is yet another purpose of the presest in'.,ea:ion to :each 
a piezoelectric syacm which comprises first and second 
electrically conductive layers which are each, preferably. of 
a material indeoendentl~ selectd from the erouo consirtins 
U .  > 
of. (incmel, iron. steel. tungsten, molybdenum, titanium. 
tantalum. palladium, chromium and nitrates thereof), 
berween which first and second electrically conducrive lay- 
ers ts present a layer of (Ta20i!. 
It is another purpose yet of the present invention to 
describe a rncrhod of fabricating a piezoeiectric syatcm 
invention system of FIG. 60 after heating and maintaining 
the tcmperarure thereof at his-hundred-fifty degrees for 
ninety minutes. 
511 FIG. 3c shows room temperature piezoelectric ball drop tests 01 a present invention svstem of FIGS. 60 and 6b after 
heating and maintainin:: the remperature thereof at six- 
hundred-fifty degrees for ninety minutes, and then returninp 
the temperaiure fhereof to room temperature. 
55 FIG. 4 shows a demonstrative sputter system for depos- 
iting Ta,O, piezoelectric films such thurr or the present 
invention. 
FIG, 5 show a demonstrative X-ray diffraction system as 
utilized in the present invenlion to determine results shown 
60 in FIGS. ln-lf 
FIG. 6 shows a demonsrradve ball drop testing system for 
testing piezoelectric propenies of present invention Ta20, 
piezoelectric films over a lemperature range. 
FIG. 7a shows a cross~sectional view of a przscnl inven- 
55 tion piezoelectric system formed by deposition of a Ta,O, 
film onro a first conducrive layer. said system being placed 
bctwezn two rrilinlcsi slrel electrodes. 
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FIG. 7b shows a cross-sectional view of a simple present It is 1nterest:ng at this point to obrerve FIGS 20. 26 and 
invention piczoelcctric rystcrn formed bq deposlrion ot a Zc and realize that they show ball-drop piezoelectric test 
TaZO, film onto a first conductive layer, followed by dew- results for piezoelectric sensor sysrems containing Ta,O, 
sition of a second conducrive lager atop said deposited films. the (XRD) cqstallogmphic rcsults for which are 
Ta,O, film. 5 shown in FIGS. La, ll. and l c  respectively. Note that while 
DETAILED DESCRIPTIOV some p~ezoelectric behavior is present, it is limited to tens 
Results presented in FIGS. lowifand 20-2fwrre obtained 'l0'" Of 
by investipatiori of present invention piezoelectric systems Turning now to FIGS. ld-!t: there are sh0u.n (XRD) 
fabricated utilizing polished and che~nicallg cleaned incone] results for S(9011. SIYIO) and S i W )  cases respecrivelg. 
coupons (U.UjxIUx30 mm) as substrates. upon each of '0 That is, FIGS. Id-If show (XRD) results for Ta20, films 
which war sputter deposited a TazO, film with a rhickness annealed for one (1 G ) ,  ten [IO) and sixty (60) minutes 
of from less than a micron to ten (1 01 or so microns. In work respectii,ely, at nine-hundred (900) deprces Centigrade. FlG. 
to date s a ~ d  TalOs Alms were sputter deposited in a D.C. I d  shous that at nine-hundred (900) degree> Cenrigrade rhe 
magnetron sputtering system. major elements of which are i1 10 0) peak formation rate was fast and hipher energy of 
denlonstrated in F I G  1. (discussed supra hcrzin). Said 15 formation peak <0 0 1,. was not preuelanl. 4t longer p e k d s  
incone1 coupons were nor heated by an external source of anneal S(910) and S(960), (see FlGS. l e  and if), the < I  
during said sputter deposition of Ta:O, thereonto. and 10 0, peak became more prominent. It in also notdd that as 
as-deposited Ta20, films werc shown by X-ray diffraction the of anneal increased, [he Q 9 0, peak grows in 
(XRD) analysis to be essenrially amorphous. although some intensity, that a third peal, (28=29.8) to form. 
nanometer microcrystalline order was present. X-ray dif- 20 interestinr thinp to is [har F I ~ S ,  li- and le which show 
iraclion investigation of as-deposited films was carried our S(860) and ~ ( 9 1 0 )  anneal custalloeraphy (XRD) results 
In a system as indicated in FIG. 5 (discussed supra herein). look the [hat the <O 0 1, 
It is of interest ro note that said amorphous Ta,O, tilms did 
,d 0> are smaller in [he ~ ( 9 1 0 )  RG, le case. 
show some minimal piezoelectric behavior To increase said xote also [he near absence of (0 0 and 11 m peaks in 
piezoelectric activity, Rapid Thermal Annealing IRTA) was 25 the ~ ( 9 0 1 )  plot shown in FIG, 
perfompd on said as-depositedTa205 films by placing then 
into a small preheated pulsed-current furnace for periods of FIGS. Zd-Zf show ball drop piezoelectric test results for piezoelectric sensor svstems formed on~nconel coupons. the 
one (1). ten i10) and sixty (60) minutes. Two furnace 
c,.stallographic oric~tatiuns o: which are shown in FIGS, 
rcmprraturcs were ursd. these being eight-hundred (8001 Id, l e  and lfrerpectively. Note that the piezoelectric effect 
and nine-hundred (900) degrees centigrade. Cooling was 30 . is relatively strong, (eg. hundreds of mv's), and that the 
achieaed by removal of the present invention piezoelectric largest ball-drop test response is seen in the FIG. Uresults. 
systems from said furnace and lerting them cool in room which to the case, 
ambient conditions. To tesl the strength of achieved piezo- 
electric a hal].&op test was iu a *naly"s of the resultr~resenredinFIGS. lo-?fandb-Zf 
ball.drop as demonstrated in HG. 6. prior said 3s indicates that it is the absence of peaks at (0 0 1) and 11 11 
ball-drop testing, each Ta20, film/inconel coupon system 0) which indicates a stronger piezoelectric effectTa,O, rilm. 
between (see It is also slated lhar all (XRD) results are consistent with 
and ( s s ~ )  in FIG, ~ ~ j ,  which were klx25x powder diPiraction data for onhorhombic Ta,O,. The films 
65 in and which stainless plates served as are polycrvstalliue and isotropic in the substrare plane. 
elecuode contacts. oscilloscope was to nlonitor FIGS. 30-3c are included to show results of investigation 
voltage developed when a small ball was dropped onto the of elevated temperature on operation of present invention 
resulting system through a reparabl~igv ensuring, impac~ piezoelectric systems. Thc substratc udli~ed was made of 
force guidine tuhe. 316Lstainless steel with physical dimensions of 1112x14 . j~  
As mentioned, FIGS. 10-lf and 20-2f show representa. 0.89 mm); and a spulter deposited Ta,O, film thereon was 
tive rcsulrs of rests performed on present invention plczo. 45 a,~lnrdl"~I a[ seven-hundred (5Wj de~rees  Centigrade for 
electric systems prepared utilizing inconel coupons as ,just Slxt? seconds, lhen allowed to cool 10 room temperature to 
describe., l, describing results. a S Y ~ . .  7 z - 1  effect an orthorhomhic phase. FIG. 30 shous results of 
is ut~lized, where "l" indicates the first number of the anneal ball-drop tests petiomed at room ~mperature. FIG. 3 b  
temperature and 442z.. indicates [he of shows the results of repeating the piezoelectric ball-drop test 
anneal in minutes ( H ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ! 9 0 1 j  indicates (1.0) so after heating and maintaining said syslcm at six-Iiurldred- 
minute anneal at ,,ine-hundred (900) degrees Centigrade. fifty (650) degrees Cmtigrade. Reference to FIG. 36 shows 
RG. la shows the results  of(^^^) investigation o f a ~ a 2 v ,  that the piezoelecrric signal is nduced irom that shown in 
,-,lm sputrcred inconcl a,ld annealed for one (1.") FIG. 3n, however, said responseis still suiticient tomonitor 
minu t e  eight.hundred ,800) degrees centiprade. la  System flex induced by a ball-drop. FIG. 3c shwas similarly 
indicates an amorphous film *.jth an iron peak 5 5  obtained test results after said system was allowed to cool 
resulting rrom [he incone], FIG. l b  an S(slOl case. back to room temperature. It is noted rhat roomtemperature 
and it is be noted maior (XRD) peaks at (0 (1 I j. (1 bali-drop piezoelectric effect tesl results shown in FIG. 3 c  
10 0) and (1 11 01 have formed with minor presenting are a1 leasi as gocd, if not heuer than. result shown in n G .  
at (2 9 0 )  and 1 11 11, ~h~ (0 0 1) and (1 10 0) are 30. The reduced piezoe:ectric effect seen in FIG. 36 is 
seen to be daminale, FIG, lc shows an S(86W case and it therefo~e atrrihuted 10 soflening of lhe stainless steel at 
should be noted that a strong increasr i l l  pea); at (1 10 0). Clcvated IcnlpzlatuIc, rather than to any degradation of the 
(as compared to the FIG. I b  case). has developed. and that 'lm. 
the <? 9 0> peak has a!so increased. while the <C0 and l: is also noted thai opilcai microscopeinvestigadon of the 
(1 11 0) praks have dim~nished. This indicates that the peak Ta,O, film afler the idenlihed restinp indicated no sign of 
at ( 1  10 0) has a lowel energy state bui a slow rare of 6 cracking or spalling. 
formation. which is possibly the result of an associated high FIG. 76 shows a cruss-iec~ional view o f a  s~mple presenl 
formation energr. invention piezoelectrtc system comprising a firs1 conductive 
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laycr(COSDl).uponwhich is depositedaTalO, film, upon sition thickness. Firnlly. a vent (7) is shown which in use 
which deposited Rim of Ta,O, is deposited a second clec- allows re-pressunring the vacuum chamber after use. 
trically conducti\e layer (COKDZ). It is noted that actually 
iabricated present invention piezoelectric systems have first Typical presenr invention fabrication deposition pararn- 
and scuond clcctrically cor~ductivt layers (CONUU and 5 CtS'"e'e: 
(CONDZ) which are many time thicker than the deposited Background pressure (IO-') T o r  erected by mechanical 
film of Ta20i. For instance, a Ta,Oi film might be a (10) and cryo (11) pumps. 
maximum of ten (10) microns thick, and the first (COND1) 
and second ICONDZ) elect"cal1y conducrive layers fifty S~u"ering pressure (l0-" 
each be (50) microns thick. FIG. 7" shows a present invcn- 10 Sputtering Ueposit~on Gas Pressures: 
lion piezoelectric system formed of a first electrically con- 
ductive layer (CONDI) upon which is deposited a film of 2.85-8.0 mTorr 
Ta,O,, said system being sandwiched brlween two sta~nless Oxygen 0.15-2.0 mTor  
steel plates (SSl) and (SSZI. It is also noted that said 02/Ar Row Rario 1:10 
elecuically conductive layers can be of solid, hollow or j j  Substrate Temperature 
U-shape etc. geometry. Deposition atom bombardment raised temperature to 
EXPERIJVENTAL SYSTEMS approximately sixly (60) degrees Centigrade. S o  inten- tional lheatinn "erformed. 
As an aide to understanding, there is shown in FIG. 4 a 
diagram of a sputtering system which is similar in important 20 
respects, ro that utilized to sputter Jcpuhil present invention 
piezoelectric Ta,05 films. Note in panicular that a vacuum 
chamber (17) is present in which is houseda substrare holder 
(4). (shown with a substrate (5) affixed thereto). A healer1 
thermocouple (20) is shown as present, and in use can 25 
provide means for controlling and monitoring substrare U) 
temperature. Also shown is a shutter (3). By a rotation 
action. shutter (3) is caused to; in use, altematingly block 
and provide access of sputtered atoms to the subblrate (I). 
For instance. it is common practice to do a predeposition :o 
sputtering to bring the system into stability, prior to actually 
depositing larpet material upon a substrate (5) .  The shutter 
(3) enables this procedure. Also shown are a mechanical 
pump (10) and amechanical valve (61 which controls access 
of the mechanical pump to the vacuum chamber (17). and a 35 
cry0 pump (11). and a gate valve (9) which controls access 
of the cry0 pump (11) to the vacuum chambcr In use the 
mechanical pump (10) is used to reduce the pressure in the 
vacuum chamber (17) to aooroximatelv m3 Torrl and the 
. . .. , , 
cryo pump is used to thcn Further reduce said pressure to an -10 
approximate (10-"orrl background level prior 10 the entry 
of sputtering gas iargodoxygenj. An ion sauge (2) means 
and a nanomerer pressure gage (1) are shown as well. In use 
these gauges allow measurement of the pressure inside the 
vacuum chamber (17). Also shown is aTantalun1 target (1s) 45 
positioned in a mapnetrun (21) configxation. Shown as well 
are a D.C. (14) power supply, (and an optional alternatite 
R.F (l*) power supply), for use in applying electrical power 
to support a plasma near the target (15). The present inven- 
lion uork was periormed utilizing D C .  maznetron so 
dxcitation, bur ir is understood such is not a limitation. Kote 
also that an eficctive ground potenlial is supponed at the 
suhstrate (5). but azain this is not a limitation af the system. 
Means for providing cooling water (13) to the magnetron 
(21) is also indicated, In use, after mzchanical (10) and cry0 v 
i l l j  pumps have provlded n sufficiently luu pressure in thz 
vacuum chamber (17). a gas (eg. argon and oxygen), is 
entered to the vacuumchamber (17) by way ofgasinlel(l8). 
I t  will be nutad that between the magnetron configuration 
lt?j/target (15: and the subsrrate (5 ) .  there are indicated 60 
argon and oxygen atoms inlpineine upon the Tanralum tarset 
115). and Tantalum atoms are shown diffusing t rhe sub- 
strate (5) where they combine with oxygen and deposir as a 
T320- film. (Note that a Ta,O, tarset could optionally be 
utilized). While nut urilized in present work. it is noted that 65 
ellipsomerry pons (l:) and (16) are shown. In use an 
s1ii~50merer can provide real time muniloring of film dep* 
Sputter Power j&60 Waus 
8 Current 4 S 1 2 0  MA 
Voltage JOa-500 Volts (applied by D.C. hlagnetron (15) 
Target D~ameter 2.5 inches 
Tarre: Material 99 95 Q Pure Tantalum 
Spacing Between Target (15) and Substrate (5) 25 MM 
Deposition Rate 0.3-1.0 MrcroniHr 
~ v o i c a l  Dzoosition Time 3 Huurs 
, . 
Also ro aide with understanding. FIG. 5 shows a diagram 
of an X-rav Diffraction svstem IXRDI as utllized in inves- 
tigatlon ofthe present in;entionTa2o5 films. F'IG. 5 shows 
the meaning o i  the (28i factor on the abscissa of the plots in 
FIGS. la-U In particular note that a source of X ~ n y  
electromagnetism (Diffractorneter) can be oriented with 
respect to a sample surface at an a variable angle (€I), and 
than a detector then intcrccpts said clectrumapnetic radiation 
after it 1s diffracted by said sample. 
FIG. 6 shows a Ball-drop test system with high tempera- 
ture capability, as utilized in obraining results presented in 
FIGS. b-2L and in FIGS. 3c-3c. In panicular note that a 
sample, shown as comprised of a stainless creel beam upon 
which has heen deposited a TaO,  film, (hut can also be 
inconel with a Ta,O, film deposited thereonto), is shown 
secured in posirion. Electric leads are shown l c a d i n ~  to an 
oscilloscop? which monitors electrical voltage developed 
during a hall-drop test. A drop tube is shou,n as present 
which in use bervcs ro guide a weighr (eg. a copper ball), 
onto said steel bzamAa,O, film system in a consolled; 
repeatable manner. Also shown is a source of heated air, 
which is positioned to allow controlled hearing of the 
srainless steel beamiTa,O, film system in a controlled, 
repeatable manner, dunng ball-drop pieroclecrric msponse 
testing. 
Finallv. it is noted that manv exam~les of ootential 
While said examples provide insight as to the scope of 
applicatton of the present invenuon, it is to be understood 
that the present inventioz ca17 be aooiied in anv settinn in 
. . 
which detection of flex or vibration is desire. or in which 
application of a voltage contmlled Rex or vihration is 
desired. 
Having hereby disclosed rhc ,ubjccr matrer of [he present 
invention, it should be apparent rhat many modifications, 
substitutidns. and i,ariarions of the present invenrion are 
pussible in lighr thereof. I t  is to be understood that the 
present invention can be practiced orher rhan as specifically 
described and shoiild be limited in s c o p  and breadth nnly by 
the appended Claims. 
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%hat is clalmed is: 
1 A oiezoelectric svstem which demonstrates o~ezoelec- 
mur~uclinlc phase, and a second electrically conductive 
means. such that when said piezoelectric system is subjected 
ro stress a voltage appears between said first and second 
electrically conductive means, and such that whcn a volvage 
is applied between said first and second electrically conduc- ,, 
tive means said piezoelectric system i, caused to flex. 
2. A piezoelectric system as in claim 1 in which said 
Ta,O, is orrhorhombic phase and said large temperature 
range is from room temperarure to approximately I360 
degrers centigrade. 
3. A ~iezoelectric svstem as in claim 1 in ,which said laver l5 
and three sqllare millimcters, md in whlch said fim and 
second electrically conductive means are each thicker than zo 
said laver af T&O.. 
4. ~ ' ~ i e z o e l e &  system as in claim 1 in which said first 
and second electrically conductive means are of a material 
each independently selected from the proup consistinq of: 
. . 
mconel: 2i 
iron: 
steel; 
tungsten: 
molybdenum; 30 
titanium: 
tantalum; 
palladium; 
chromium, and 
nitrides thereof. 
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5. A piezoelectric system as in claim 1 in which said first 
electrically conductive means is steel and in which said 
pirrwlecuic system is annealed at nine-hundred degrees 
centigrade for a period of rime of between one minute and 
one hour 
6.  A piezoelecrric system as in claim 1 in which said firs1 
electrically conductive means is inconel and in which said 
piezoelectric systcm is anncalrd at nine-hundred degrees 
centigrade for a period of time of between one mintlte and 
one hour. 
7. A piezoelectric system as in claim 1 which is packaged 
in a containment which is stable in refractory atmospheres. 
8. A piezoelectric systcm as i n  claim 7 in which said 
containment is comprised of at leasr one selection from the 
group consisting of: 
dumina; 
mullire-based adhesive: and 
silicon-based geopolymer. 
9. A piezoelectric skstem as in claim 1 in u,hich thc first 
electrically conductive means is of a side cross-sectional 
shape relected from the group consisting of: 
solid rectangular; 
hollow rectangular; 
hollow, tubular: and 
U-shaped. 
10. A piezoelectric system which demonstrates piezoelec- 
tric properties over a l a ~ g e  temperamcc mnge, said piem- 
electric system being sequentially comprised of a first elec- 
trically conductive means, a layer of Ta,O,, and a second 
electrically conductive means. said Ta,O, in said layer 
lhcrruf demonstrating an essential absence of x-ray crysta- 
lography (0 0 l )  and (1 11 0) peaks. 
